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illiam Biake is

thought to have

said, "Think in
the morning.
Act in the

noon. Eat in the

evening. Sleep in the night." Parents the

world over probably want to punch this

guy in the face! If only getting your little
one to sleep were as easy as those four little
steps. The truth is that sleep is one of the

most relevant topics concerning parents

today. This comes as no surprise, because

it influences,everything from our appetite

to our ability to process information.
A well known study that appeared in

the journal Sleep Medicine Reuiews done
on the trends of children's sleep time has

shown a decrease in sleep time across

all ages. In fact, it is very possible that
children today are more sleep deprived
than their parents or grandparents weie

as children. Understanding then, that the

average person sleeps almost a third of her

life, is it not fundamentally important for
us as.parents to give our children (never

mind ourselves) a good night's rest?

Sleep increases concentration, attention,
decision making, creativity, social skills,
emotional wellbeing and physical health,

while simultaneously decreasing mood
changes, stress, anger and impulsiveness.

Good sleeping habits should be taught
from birth. Research has indicated that
children who struggle to sleep develop

into adults with deficient sleep habits.

V\4rile it may sound impossibie, it can be

attained in five easy steps.

KEEP A CONSISTENT
BEDTIME ROUTINE
Does a bath and bedtime story

every night really make such a difference?

A study done in 2009 by Saint Joseph's
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University in Philadelphia has proven that
it makes a very big difference. Children
with a consistent naptime routine "fell
asleep faster, with fewer and shorter night
time wakings," concluded its authors

Mendell et al. Get your bedtime routine
right from the start:

/ Keep it short - 30 minutes maximum is

enoughtime.
/ Rather feed your baby before bathtime.

/ Then give baby a nice and relaxing bath.

/ No sugar, caffeine or exposure to

screens (TV, tablet, cellphones) before bed.

/ Keep it consistent. Always do the same

things in the same order so that your baby

knows what to expect.

ular myth
that keeping your baby up during the

day will make her sleep better at-night,
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daytime sleep actually induces night
time sleep. So make sure that your baby
is getting an age appropriate amount of
sleep during the day. For daytime naps,

a short routine prior to the sleeptime will
cue his brain that sleep is on the way. It is
also worthwhile to keep your baby's sleep

environment as calm and dark as possible

without too many distractions. Having a
consistent nap space (like her bed or a cot)

also does wonders if you struggle to get

vour child down for naps.

GIVE BABY ADEQUATE
AWAKE TIME
Babies get overstimulated very

easily and an overstimulated brain is

rlifficult to switch off when it comes time
lo sleep. Make sure that you do not keep
:'our baby awake for a period longer tharr
:vhat she can handle. Watch your baby
end learn from the signs that she gives (as

:ll children are different) to know when
.he's overstimulated. Some babies yawn
:vhen they are overtired, while others
:rch their backs or cry. Try to find your
'aby's window of opportunity - this is
:1e amount time your baby can be awake

-'efore she gets tired, but not overtired. For
-rme babies, iust ten minutes can make
::re difference between being irritable or
'hanntr.rhnaa

STICK TO AN EARLY
BEDTIME FOR BABY
Contrary to what some people

,b

believe, putting your chitd to bed i
as late as possible won't help
him sleep better. It's best to pui
a child to bed earlier (around
7pm) in order to fit in with her

body's natural circadian rhythms
(our awake and sleep cycles) and

metabolic processes that aids sleep.

Making sure that you child gets the

adequate amount of sleep during infancy
will give her adequate amount of sleep

she needs for brain development. Putting
your child to bed later (as you might
think the reward will be a lie in the next
morning) will have the reverse effect and

make her wake up even earlier.

GIVE HER A CHANCE
TO FAIT ASTEEP ON
HER OWN

Probably the biggest mistake parents

make is not allowing their children
to fal1 asleep on their own at times.

Developing good sleep skills is a natural
process (as is walking and talking), if
given the right type of environment for
such development. From early on, give
your baby the opportunity to fall asleep

without sleep aids such as rocking,
soothers, music, or a feed. She might just

surprise you and fall asleep without you
swaying her because she's learnt how to
soothe herself back to sleep. YB
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Birth to
three
months

Three to six
months

Six to 12
months

TOTAL OF

DAYTIME AND
NIGHTTIME

SLEEP

Six to nine hours
(so 30 to 50
minutes per nop)

Three to five hours
(so 30 to 60

Two to four hours
(so 30 to 60
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